
CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 After conducting this study, the researcher draws a conclusion about this 

study. Moreover, some suggestion is given for the reader. 

5.1 Conclusion 

After conducting this study, the researcher found seven kinds of expressive 

illocutionary acts. In this case, 39 corpus had been found but only 29 corpus that 

explained in this research because some of them occurred repeatedly. It means that 

only 74,35% were explained. Those are 15,38% or six utterances that related to 

expression of apologizing although 28,21%  or eleven utterances had been found. It 

used to express of regret or sorrow because the locator can not give a chance 

tosomeone; locator had had some mistakes or getting unsuccessful. 

Besides, 20,51% or eight utterances of thanking in spite of 28,21% or eleven 

utterances had been found. These expressions were used to express of gratitude 

within situation of getting support or everything that important from someone and got 

permission for doing something. 

Moreover, 2,56% or one utterance of congratulation was used in this object of 

study. It was used to express the pleasure for the hearer because s/he got success. 

Furthermore, 5,12% or two expressions of lamenting had been found. These 

expressions used to express fell sadness because of getting misfortune. 

 



7,69% or threeexpressions of boasting were used in the object of study for 

expressing pride because the locator thought that hers is better than others. 

Expression of complimenting consists of two or 5,12% utterances. These 

expressions were used to compliment someone who had done a job successfully. 

Moreover, it was for expressing of admiration. 

The last is expressions of praising had been found in Barbie and the Three 

Musketeers. There were 17,94% or 7 utterances. In reality, there were 23,07% or nine 

utterances but some of them appeared repetitive. These expressions were used in the 

object of study to express someone’s success; someone who praised had strungle for 

building dream and appeared a good performance. 

 The corpuses that related to expression of thanking mostly occur in motion 

picture of Barbie and the Three Musketeers. It was expressing the speaker’s pleasure 

to show that the speaker is grateful for something. In addition, it was used in the 

object of study for expressing gratitude for the listener who getting support or 

everything that important for the speaker’s life. 

5.2 Suggestion 

For improving the excellence of study for the next research, there are some 

suggestions: 

The researcher expects that the next researcher that dealingwith other kinds of 

illocutionary acts such as, directive, commissive, declarative and assertive more 

completely. 



Moreover, the researcher supposed that this research can enrich the 

readers’knowledge about speech act and especially for expressive illocutionary act. 

Furthermore, this research may help the students of English Department who 

interested to learn about illocutionary acts, especially expressive illocutionary acts. 

 


